
 

 

  

Conference website: https://apc.isicons.org/welcome/ 

CALL FOR PAPERS & DYNAMICS 

1st Australasian-Pacific Conference of Serenology and Parareurbanology 
17-20 October 2024, Adelaide Australia 

Background 
You are invited to contribute to the development of Serenology and Parareurbanology, two 
crucial and synergistic research areas of Conscientiology. This is a rare opportunity to 
contribute to sowing seeds for long-term assistantial work in the Australasian-Pacific region. 
  
Parareurbanization is expected to lead to fundamental transformations of planetary social 
and consciential conditions. Starting with a gradual reorganization of the extraphysical 
dimensions, parareurbanization will eventually create change at all levels of existence. 
Understanding parareurbanization can give us clarity about how we can best contribute to 
the process by becoming assistantial minipieces to support this complex undertaking during 
our current intraphysical lives.  
  
The attainment of the evolutionary level of Homo sapiens serenissimus is the ultimate 
evolutionary goal for us all. Fully embracing and turning towards this goal will lead to 
fundamental transformations of our personal consciential conditions. Studying and 
understanding the level of consciousness designated as Homo sapiens serenissimus is an 
invaluable tool by which to accelerate our personal evolution and expand our assistantial 
capacity, including our ability to contribute to the process of parareurbanization. 
 
The 1st Australasian Pacific Conference of Serenology and Parareurbanology represents a 
step towards developing the assistantial holothosene related to these two specialities in the 
Australasian Pacific region. The conference is being organised by volunteers from the 
Interassistantial Services for the Internationalization of Conscientiology (ISIC) and 
Reaprendentia, two non-profit conscientiological organisations. 
 
Materthosene: Intergenerational multidimensional assistance. 
 
Submissions 
We are inviting papers and parapsychic dynamics that address the conference themes.  
 
Abstract submissions: To present a paper please send a 300 word abstract to 
conference@isicons.org. Please indicating the speciality focus of your paper and whether 
you will present live or via Zoom. Preference will be given to live papers, but if the schedule 
allows, Zoom presentations will also be possible. Speakers will have up to 30 minutes to 
present + 15 minutes for discussion. Following the conference you will have the opportunity 
to publish your paper in a special edition of The International Journal of Conscientiology. 
 
Parapsychic Dynamic submissions: Consciential Institutions, Invisible Colleges and 
volunteers who run parapsychic dynamics relevant to the themes of this conference are 
invited to offer their dynamic for the attendees of this event. We count on the participation of 
volunteers from across organisations aligned with the evolutionary and assistantial values of 
Conscientiology. To propose a dynamic please email conference@isicons.org with an 
outline and an explanation of its relationship to the specialities of the conference.   
 
Submission Deadline: 31 December 2023. Spaces are limited so we encourage you to 
secure your spot to speak at this event by submitting your proposal as soon as possible. 


